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Harvest, adjust color and tone, and apply presets to photos using Adobe Photoshop Lightroom on your mobile device anywhere you find yourself. Observa'o: Synchronization with Lightroom on desktop and online requires Lightroom trial or paid Adobe Creative Cloud membership. Screenshots in this
tutorial show Lightroom on the iPhone. The user interface can vary between iPhone, iPad and Android devices. Lightroom's editing mode on a mobile device provides a complete set of tools to improve your photos. Click to open a photo from the library or from the album and choose the editing mode:
Harvest and straighten the photos to improve their composition. Tap Crop and select a fixed side ratio from the menu, or drag the handles to use the custom ratio. You can also use the rotated dial to straighten the image. Click on the tick to accept the change. Use presets to apply a unique look or filter
effect to your photos. Select presets from the adjustment menu. Choose one of the Preset categories, such as Creative, Color, or B'W, and then select the preset. Click on the tick to apply preset. Usually you want to improve the light on the photo. Tap the light and then adjust the exposure and contrast
sliders to make your photos pop. Increase the glare and darken the shadows to create more contrast in the bright and dark parts of the image. If the color in the photo does not reflect the brightness of the original scene, press the color and adjust the temperature slider to create a warmer or cooler image.
Use the Saturation slider to increase or reduce the intensity of the colors in the photo. Be careful not to oversaturate your image - colors can easily become too intense. An alternative is to use the Vibrance slider to focus on increasing the intensity of the more muted colors in the photo. Photos contain a lot
of details that are worth raising. Tap the effects and then experiment with a clarity slider to add (or remove) the contrast from the middle of your photo. Often this reveals details in the textures of your image. The Vignette slider darkens or eases the edges of your photo. Slide it to the left to darken the
edges and put a subtle emphasis on the theme in the center of the photo. Photo editing is an experimental process. To undo the changes you've made to the image, click the undoing icon. Tap and hold to reveal the redo icon. To completely reset the image to its original state, click Reset at the end of the
adjustment menu. Click and hold in front of the icon to compare the before and after version of the photo while editing. Anytime you want to stop and sync your edits, you can touch the cloud icon. All the edits you make in Lightroom on your mobile device are reflected in Lightroom on your desktop and
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and iOS convert, modify or back engineer this font software. Note Most stock photography sites have restrictions on what image extensions and sizes they take c'est normally! It's something easy to carry around and can really make a big difference when shooting gray, blue and shades in one click. In the
following tutorial, find out if Lightroom CC is a good photo editing app on your phone. The procedure was performed on the iPhone XR with iOS 13, but the tips also apply to users of devices with Google system. 1 of 12 Learn how to use Lightroom CC to edit photos on your mobile phone - Photo: Helito
Beggiora/TechAll Learn how to use Lightroom CC to edit photos on your mobile phone - Photo: Helito Beggiora/TechTudo Want to buy a mobile phone, TV and other products at a discount? Learn about Compare TechAll How to add an image effect with the photo editing app Lightroom CC Step 1. Install
Lightroom CC on your phone. When you first open, swipe the screens intro to the left or click ignore. Then log in or sign up for free using one of the options; 2 of 12 Adobe Lightroom CC Entry Screens - Photo: Reproduction / Helito Beggiora Adobe Lightroom CC Intro Screens - Photo: Reproduction /
Helito Beggiora Step 2. On Lightroom's home screen, click start or on the Import icon and find the photo you want to edit. The image opens in the editor and you can apply automatic adjustments by clicking Auto; 3 of 12 Photo Editing in Adobe Lightroom - Photo: Reproduction/Helito Beggiora Photo
Editing in Adobe Lightroom - Photo: Reproduction / Helito Beggiora Step 3. Use commands at the bottom of the screen for manual editing. Note that star icons are part of the premium version of the app. The first option, Crop, is to adjust the frame of the image, rotate, change the ratio of the sides of the
photo, flip and more. After making the desired edits, click the confirmation button specified for use; 4 of 12 Cutting photos in Adobe Lightroom - Photo: Reproduction/Helito Beggiora Cutting Photo in Adobe Lightroom - Photo: Reproduction/Helito Beggiora Step 4. According to Profiles, you can change the
profile of the image to color or black and white (monochrome). Click Favorites to list with all options. After making the desired adjustments, click the confirmation button specified for use; 5 out of 12 Applying Photo Profiles in Adobe Lightroom - Photo: Photo: Beggiora Application photo profiles in Adobe
Lightroom - Photo: Reproduction / Helito Beggiora Step 5. In the Light element you can make adjustments of exposure, contrast, glare, shadows, white and black. After making the desired edits, click the confirmation button specified for use; 6 of 12 Photo light adjustments in Adobe Lightroom - Photo:
Reproduction/Helito Beggiora Photo Light Adjustments in Adobe Lightroom - Photo: Reproduction/Helito Beggiora Step 6. Tap Color to change temperature, adjust the matrix, vibration and saturation. After making the desired adjustments, set up by pressing the confirmation button in the top right corner; 7
of 12 Color adjustments to the photo in Adobe Lightroom - Photo: Reproduction / Helito Beggiora Making color adjustments to the photo in Adobe Lightroom - Photo: Reproduction / Helito Beggi Beggora Step 7. Under Effects, you can apply textures, change clarity, untangle, paste and customize a
vignette, and more. After making the desired edits, click the confirmation button to apply; 8 of 12 Photo effects application to Adobe Lightroom - Photo: Reproduction / Helito Beggiora Application photo effects Adobe Lightroom - Photo: Reproduction / Helito Beggiora Step 8. Open the Detail option to
change sharpness, mask, reduce noise, change contrast and more. After making the desired adjustments, click the confirmation button specified for use; 9, 12 Changing the sharpness of the photo in Adobe Lightroom - Photo: Reproduction / Helito Beggiora Change of Sharpness in a photo in Adobe
Lightroom - Photo: Reproduction / Helito Beggiora Step 9. The Optics option allows you to remove the chromatic deviation and activate the lens correction. Activate the features you want and click the confirmation button you're given to use; 10 of 12 Photo Editing in Adobe Lightroom - Photo:
Reproduction/Helito Beggiora Photo Editing in Adobe Lightroom - Photo: Reproduction / Helito Beggiora Step 10. In Predef., you can apply presets or presets of contrast, grain, sharpness, vignette, and others. Click Color to display the list with all the options. After making the desired adjustments, click the
confirmation buttons specified to apply the changes and save the edited photo; 11 of 12 Photo Editing in Adobe Lightroom - Photo: Reproduction/Helito Beggiora Photo Editing in Adobe Lightroom - Photo: Reproduction / Helito Beggiora Step 11. Returning to Lightroom's home screen, click again on the
photo you edited to open it. Finally, tap the share icon in the top right corner of the screen to export the file to the phone's photo gallery or post it on social media. 12 of the 12 Export Images edited in Adobe Lightroom - Photo: Reproduction/Helito Beggiora Export Images edited on Lightroom - Photo:
Reproduction / Helito Beggiora Pronto! Take your photo editing tips to Adobe Lightroom CC via phone. How to use Lightroom presets to edit Instagram photos tutorial cinematic tone lightroom android. tutorial dual tone lightroom android. tutorial gold tone lightroom android. tutorial lightroom android skin
tone
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